Direct access to Narita Airport from major stations in Tokyo and the surrounding areas on the N’EX!

Enjoy a comfortable trip on the Narita Express “N’EX”!

Green Car interior

Power outlet

Four-language large flat-screen monitor (Certain monitors display only English and Japanese)

Large luggage space

Legend

Ordinary Car with all reserved seating

Car No. 6, 12 6, 12号車
Car No. 5, 11 5, 11号車
Car No. 4, 10 4, 10号車
Car No. 3, 9 3, 9号車
Car No. 2, 8 2, 8号車
Car No. 1, 7 1, 7号車

N’EXで、首都圏主要駅から成田空港へダイレクトアクセス！

Direct links with Narita Airport from major stations, including Tōkyō Station, Shinagawa Station, Shibuya Station, Shinjuku Station, Ikebukuro Station, Yokohama Station and Omiya Station.

There are two stations at Narita Airport. Your station depends on the airline you are flying with. Please check carefully. If you are unsure, please contact Narita International Airport (http://www.narita-airport.jp/en/) or the relevant airline company before embarking on your journey.

成田空港には、駅が2つあります。ご利用の航空会社によって到着駅が異なりますので、ご注意ください。不明な点は、おかけの前に成田国際空港または各航空会社にお問い合わせください。

* A Green Car ticket is required to use the Green Car. You cannot use it with a Limited Express Unreserved Seat Ticket.

*グリーン車のご利用には、グリーン券が必要です。[指定席券]では、ご利用いただけません。
如何使用 Narita Express
成田エクスプレスご利用案内

Both a fare ticket and a limited express ticket (ordinary seat or green car seat) are required for boarding.
Save time by also buying the necessary fare ticket when making your reservation.

ご乗車には、乗車券と指定席特急券（普通車グリーン車）が必要です。普通車の車両の際に必要な乗車券をおおむねお求めいただくことと致します。

Types of Express Reserved Seat Tickets

Express Reserved Seat Ticket
Desiginate the boarding date, section, and seat.

*Use of the Car is not permitted.

There are occasions when another passenger may already be occupying your reserved seat. Please mention your reserved seat to the seated passenger.

When Limited Express Unreserved Seat Ticket holders have decided which Narita Express train they will board, they can make seat reservations for no additional charge at the JR Ticket Office or Reserved Seat Ticket Vending Machine at the station.

*Seat reservations cannot be made while on board.

When Limited Express Unreserved Seat Ticket holders have decided which Narita Express train they will board, they can make seat reservations for no additional charge at the JR Ticket Office or Reserved Seat Ticket Vending Machine at the station.

*Seat reservations cannot be made while on board.

Timetable to Narita Airport

成田空港方面行き時刻表 [主な停車駅]

This is the timetable from Saturday March 16, 2019 onwards (for major stations).

Name
Narita Express 1
NEX 1
Narita Express 3
NEX 3
Narita Express 5
NEX 5
Narita Express 7
NEX 7
Narita Express 9
NEX 9
Narita Express 11
NEX 11
Narita Express 13
NEX 13
Narita Express 15
NEX 15
Narita Express 17
NEX 17
Narita Express 19
NEX 19
Narita Express 21
NEX 21
Narita Express 23
NEX 23
Narita Express 25
NEX 25
Narita Express 27
NEX 27
Narita Express 29
NEX 29
Narita Express 31
NEX 31
Narita Express 33
NEX 33
Narita Express 35
NEX 35
Narita Express 37
NEX 37
Narita Express 39
NEX 39
Narita Express 41
NEX 41
Narita Express 43
NEX 43
Narita Express 45
NEX 45
Narita Express 47
NEX 47
Narita Express 49
NEX 49
Narita Express 51
NEX 51
Narita Express 53
NEX 53

Departure
Tokyo
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen
Shinkansen

Yokohama L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.
Shinkansen Kinku L.V.

*Due to unforeseen changes and other circumstances, the actual train times may differ from those stated in this timetable.

Narita Express Website

学習更多關於 Narita Express (N’EX) here.

http://www.jreast.co.jp/e/nex/